
Media Kit

"Sydney’s high priestess of Malaysian
cuisine is Jackie M, a Malaysian-born,
Sydney Uni-educated livewire."
Time Out Sydney

http://www.jackiem.com.au/


Hi and selamat berkenalan!

I’m Jackie M. - professional cook, author,
presenter, jet setter, former restaurateur and
mum. I'm a pretty big deal in the media when it
comes to Southeast Asian street food ;)

My parents were street food vendors in Malaysia,
and in taking up their mantle I work to preserve
this important and unique aspect of Southeast
Asian culture and tradition.

I grew up speaking Hakka, Cantonese, Malay and
English, and I studied German, French, Spanish,
Indonesian and Japanese for my Sydney
University Bachelor of Arts degree.

With a no-holds barred approach to Asian
cooking, I have an extensive repertoire of
Southeast Asian street food that I have been
passionately sharing with Australians for over 15
years.

I cook, I write, I shoot YouTube videos, I present
on TV internationally; I also run Live webcasts and
travel to amazing destinations where there is
great food and the opportunity to connect with
fantastic people.

I have the largest online following on Google+ in
Australia and have been ranked by Klout as the
#2 most influential Australian chef on social
media.

Besides my passion for food, my proudest
achievements are my two children - Noah, who
has Down Syndrome, and my grown-up daughter,
Becky, who is the smartest, kindest, funniest,
most well-put-together person I’ve ever known,
despite my best efforts to sabotage her
upbringing. 

1.87m followers 33,000 fans

4,500 followers990,000 views

Quick Stats

About me
Jackie M

http://www.bandt.com.au/media/the-aussie-chefs-with-the-highest-klout-scores
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As a mum

As an entrepreneur

Work with me

I’m in the business of demystifying Malaysian and
Southeast Asian food and travel. My no-nonsense
attitude makes me a unique and formidable expert
in serving up the most authentic Asian food you'll
ever experience! 

Along with being a regular feature at Sydney's
farmers’ markets, I ran a restaurant in 2006 for
seven years and since making the decision to close
the venue, I have turned my focus to cooking
demonstrations, food festivals, TV/web content
producing, media presenting and publishing.

I run my market stalls like test labs - this is where I get to interact directly with my base and test
new ideas, recipes and menu items. Twenty years of serving food to paying customers in this
environment means that I'm supremely confident in my craft and also intimately in tune with what
works and what doesn’t.

I like to blaze new trails and challenge the status quo and this is how I approach my business and
my life. Through my endeavours, I’ve been twice nominated for the Telstra Business Women’s
Awards (2015 & 2016).  

I have a strong desire to bring global recognition to the vibrant food scene that makes Southeast
Asia - and especially my home country Malaysia - so unique. I want to empower individuals to
create their own enterprise through passion and innovation. 

I am a proud sole parent to Noah, who was
born with Down Syndrome and a number of
life-threatening conditions that saw him
spend his first seven months of his life in
hospital.

Through my public presence, I want to raise
awareness of people with Down Syndrome,
and to inspire people to succeed despite
their circumstances. 
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As your brand ambassador

As a presenter & media personality

Work with me

I'm a fearless influencer; a social media force who values
innovation and individuality. I believe in speaking up for your
brand with an authenticity and integrity. I have little patience
for fluff and political correctness. My personality and openness
about my personal life helps my audience to connect with me.

I accept products for paid sponsorships, review and giveaways
and welcome media launch invitations as well as speaking
engagements. I’m able to promote your brand through my TV
appearances, blog, Google+ Hangouts, YouTube channel,
newsletter, public appearances and Facebook profile via 
shout-outs, giveaways and so on.

Having appeared and hosted international TV shows and webcasts in the last decade, I’ve been
described as a rockstar on stage and a natural on camera! I’m not one for subtlety and nuance, as
evidenced by my shock blond hair, makeup and platform shoes. I'm authentic and describe myself
as the Anthony Bourdain of Malaysian cuisine.

In my public cooking demonstrations I seek to educate, entertain and encourage my audience to
think outside the box. I'm fearless in embracing technology and the digital sphere when it comes
to presenting. In fact, I was the first Australian chef and a pioneer in using Google Hangouts-on-Air
to do regular, live internet broadcasts of cooking demonstrations.
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Brands I've worked with

Media Credits

Credits & Media Appearances

TV AU | Malaysia Kitchen Channel 7TWO (ongoing)
TV AU | Fish and Hunt Australia Foxtel (ongoing)
TV AU | Let’s Do Coffee Channel 10 (ongoing)
TV AU | Everyday Gourmet with Justine Schofield Channel 10
              (July-Sept 2015) 
TV AU | Jackie M's Street Eats Journey (2015 - in production)
TV SG | Food for Life TV - Jackie M's Local Favourites (2014) 
TV AU | The Travel Bug Channel 7TWO (December 2013) 
TV MY | Seekers Season 9: guest presenter in five
               episodes (2013) 
TV MY | 24 hours in Sydney Food guide presenter (2013) 
WEB |  Jackie M's How to... (ongoing)
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As a presenter & media personality

Get in touch!

 +61 (0) 425 797 718 | jackie@jackiem.com.au
Skype: jackiem-sydney

17/28 French Street, Kogarah NSW 2217 Australia

/JackieMFood /JackieM@JackieMSydney+JackieM

www.jackiem.com.au

Let's talk
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